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Abstract 
This paper presents our on-going research steps aiming at the development of a method for situation-based modeling and simulation 
of assembly systems. The focus lies on the employed modeling language and the modeling procedure as well as their integration 
into the whole method. After motivating the research the overall approach will be introduced to constitute on overview. In the 
following the modeling language used in this approach and the conceived modeling procedure will be described in detail. This 
paper concludes with a roadmap that defines the next steps and activities. 
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1. Introduction 
departments are confronted with different internal and 
external challenges. They have to deal with shorter 
product life cycles, an increasing number of product 
variants and an efficient integration of new technologies 
into an existing production system [1]. Additionally, 
external factors from the global market like the demand 
of customers for innovative, state-of-the-art and 
individual products, supply bottle necks or different 
types of crises affect the production systems, as well [2]. 
These factors are represented through scheduled, 
cancelled or high priority respectively fast lane orders. 
Furthermore, in this turbulent environment the 
production of good parts has to be guaranteed at all time. 
 
These challenges induce a growing number of 
adaptation and optimization processes, which lead to 
production systems that are characterized by evolved 
structures with significant complexity and diversity. 
Especially assembly systems are affected by this 
development, since they have to react continuously and 
immediately to changes regarding these mentioned 
challenges [3]. In this regard, a suitable model of an 
assembly system is a valuable instrument to manage the 
complex and evolved structure of such a system. 
Furthermore it enables a better understanding of the 
various interdependencies between factory objects, 
infrastructural elements and production parts as well as a 
continuous planning, adaptation and optimization [4]. To 
achieve this valuable support for the engineers in 
production planning and control departments, this paper 
presents an approach aiming at the development of a 
-based Modeling and Simulation of 
manageability of the systems complexity, the enabling of 
an intuitive model development and the acceleration of 
optimization and adaptation processes.  
 
After emphasizing the potential and the benefits of 
such a method, an overview of the Method for situation-
based Modeling and Simulation of Assembly Systems is 
given. Afterwards the state of the art regarding modeling 
methods and modeling procedures is given, and the 
employed modeling methods and modeling procedure is 
presented. The paper concludes with a roadmap for 
future research activities to support a situation-based 
modeling and simulation of assembly systems. 
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2. Problem statement and Motivation 
The efficiency of the production planning and control 
department is mainly influenced by unplanned 
occurrences, like machine failures or order changes. 
Based on these occurrences the continuous adaptation 
and optimization of the production processes and the 
assembly system is necessary [5]. Thus, a model of an 
actual assembly system, consisting of factory objects, 
their characterization and interdependencies in a 
transparent and comprehensive way is indispensable. It 
contains necessary information and knowledge in an 
utilizable notation, allows intuitive scenario analyses and 
an efficient communication between all involved 
planning partners [6].  
 
However, the modeling and subsequent simulation of 
an assembly system, with all the relevant data and 
information, is a time and knowledge intensive task. 
modeling and simulation process through an efficient 
data and information management, resource libraries and 
process management, but do support the process of the 
model development and the integration of knowledge 
into a model in an insufficient way [7]. So, while 
performing an adaptation or optimization in an assembly 
system model, the feedback from the digital tool 
regarding the consequences of the performed changes is 
inadequate. Furthermore, digital tools are powerful and 
extensive. They provide many functionalities and 
functions. Thus, the proper usage of such digital tools 
needs training and experience, which leads to a reduced 
utilization of digital tools in this environment [8].  
 
The gain a reduction of the effort and the required 
knowledge for modeling and simulating complex 
systems the employment of reference models can be 
useful. Existing reference models consist of planning 
procedures, to give an overview what information has to 
be used in a specific stage of the planning [9]. The issue 
is that there is an insufficient support through 
manufacturing resource libraries or digital tools to 
accelerate the model development process. 
 
These shortcomings in modeling and analyzing 
assembly systems represent our motivation for the 
development of this method. The Method for situation-
based Modeling and Simulation of Assembly Systems 
enables an efficient and intuitive modeling of the current 
state of an assembly system. Thereby the required 
experience and knowledge to develop a model will be 
reduced and the understanding of the behavior of the 
assembly system regarding adaptation and optimization 
will be ensured. Additionally, it enables the description 
and analysis of various planning solutions and scenarios. 
3. Method for situation-based Modeling and 
Simulation of Assembly Systems 
The overall approach of the research aims at the 
development of the Method for situation-based 
Modeling and Simulation of Assembly Systems, which 
is based on five pillars, depicted in Figure 1. These are 
the Assembly System Base Model, the Modeling 
Language, the Modeling Procedure, the Resource 
Library and the Manufacturing Capability, which will be 
briefly presented in this Section. The overall method 
enables an efficient and intuitive modeling and 
subsequent simulation of an assembly system. The main 
goal is the validation of the manufacturing capability 
considering the incoming orders and if necessary the 







Fig. 1. Method for situation-based Modeling and Simulation of 
Assembly Systems 
Assembly System Base Model 
The Assembly System Base Model contains factory 
objects and interdependencies. These elements are 
(SUM), which describes an enterprise based on the 
System Theory [11]. In this approach the SUM-scales 
production system, production cell and machines and 
workplaces are considered. For every SUM scale 
relevant factory objects and interdependencies are 
allocated. This enables an efficient modeling of a 
specific part of an assembly system. The foundations of 
this pillar and the state-of-the-art considering the whole 
method are presented in detail in [12] and [13].  
 
Resource Library 
The Resource Library pillar supports the planner 
while developing a model of an assembly system. It 
consists of specific factory objects for every scale of the 
assembly system. These factory objects are predefined 
by the engineer and thus can be reused. Furthermore the 
Resource Library contains interdependencies between 
factory objects and processes, thus a knowledge-based 
modeling is enabled. The different resources can be 
accessed through the employment of a data model, 
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Manufacturing Capability 
The Manufacturing Capability pillar enables the 
validation of the assembly system considering the 
current order situation. By embedding knowledge into 
the assembly system model, a proper understanding and 
visualization of the systems capability to produce the 
queued orders and its behavior is achieved. Thus the 
actual assembly system can be optimized and adapted. 
The method considering the Manufacturing Capability is 






Fig.2. Validation of the Manufacturing Capability  
In the following Chapters the pillars Modeling 
Languages and Modeling Procedure are presented in 
detail. Thereby the foundation and the implementation of 
the pillars into the overall approach are discussed. 
4. Foundation 
This Section presents the foundations of the two 
pillars Modeling languages and Modeling Procedures. 
Thereby the challenges and current solutions will be 
presented. These solutions will be analyzed and adapted 
for the presented approach. 
 
Modeling Languages 
To enable an intuitive and understandable modeling 
of complex systems, suitable modeling languages have 
to be employed. They consist of modeling elements and 
instructions to describe a system and to support the 
structuring, representation and visualization of a specific 
part of a system [14]. An element, in this context, is the 
representation of objects in written form through defined 
symbols. Instructions are a set of rules which define how 
to align the elements and symbols that a well-formed 
model can be developed [15]. Thus, for each modeling 
issue a specific modeling language is used and has 
specific advantages, disadvantages and limitations 
regarding the representation of a complex system.  
 
To model different views of a system in one model, 
different approaches which combine the 
characterizations of specific modeling languages are 
developed. However, the most promising approaches 
combine object, process and graphical oriented modeling 
languages. Thereby the object oriented modeling 
languages enable the modeling of information and 
functions of objects. Objects are defined through 
properties and linked through interdependencies. 
Non-physical objects however can be modeled 
insufficiently [16]. Thus, process oriented modeling 
languages which represent physical objects 
insufficiently, complement object oriented modeling 
languages. Process oriented modeling languages cover 
the representation of defined sequences and 
transformation processes considering objects like 
material and information [17].  
 
These two modeling languages can represent all 
necessary information in one model through a suitable 
method. But, without a proper graphical representation 
the information can just be used by stakeholders that are 
used to an abstract representation of complex systems. 
Therefore a significant graphical or pictorial 
representation is mandatory. Models that visualize e.g. 
the layout of a production system and the material flow 
are understandable by different stakeholders and enable 
an active optimization or adaptation [16]. Thus, a 
combination of the characteristics of these modeling 
languages can provide a valuable contribution to the 
modeling approach introduced in this paper.  
 
Thus, a modeling language which provides a suitable 
graphical representation in 2D with recognizable and 
understandable symbols is the focus of this research. 
Therefore the Factory Objects will be structured. On this 
basis suitable symbols can be developed and employed 
in the presented approach. 
 
Modeling Procedures 
Today, the challenge to develop a model of a 
complex system efficiently is not only influenced by 
choosing the right modeling language but by the 
application of a suitable modeling procedure, too. To 
support stakeholders within the model development 
different approaches were introduced.  
 
These approaches provide general sequences which 
enable a step by step model generation. Thereby, 
predefined standardized planning activities as well as 
needed information and objects for each phase of a 
modeling activity are given and efficiently support the 
development of a model [18] [19]. Thereby the first 
reference models considering production system 
planning models were proposed as production system 
structure reference models. These reference models are 
targeted to a specific industrial sector or they are very 
generic and describe the structure of a factory without 
taking processes into account [20] [21] [22]. 
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system planning and provide a various level of detail for 
different planning phases. Within these approaches 
every planning phase is described through detailed, 
structured and standardized planning activities along the 
whole life cycle. Additionally the information flow 
between the planning phases and objects is considered 
[10] [23] [24]. These reference models provide a 
comprehensible way to develop a model of a complex 
system like a production system. 
 
However, owing to the high variety and complexity 
of production systems a single and overall production 
system reference model is not suitable to represent the 
conditions and to consider all the needs of different 
manufacturers, due to its generic structure [6]. On the 
other side a range of smaller generic reference models of 
production systems are not efficient, as well. Especially 
systems, these smaller reference models have to be 
adapted for every individual application, which 
generates huge effort each time they are employed [25].  
 
A further challenge is the level of detail of the 
existing reference models. Considering the rough 
planning phase most reference models provide necessary 
information. They also cover the whole life cycle. The 
phases of the detail planning however are supported 
insufficiently in the context of developing a model of a 
production system efficiently.  
 
In this approach the advantages of the existing 
reference models will be employed and a possible 
solution to overcome the discovered challenges will be 
presented. Thus a suitable support for the model 
developer can be provided, through the employment of 
workflows how a model of the current assembly system 
can be developed. The concept of this workflows shall 
provide a more flexible support, than current reference 
models.  
5. Modeling Languages and Modeling Procedure 
Pillars 
To enable an efficient and intuitive modeling the 
employment of an established modeling language is 
pursued in this approach. The modeling language is 
based on a robust method, which employs recognizable 
symbols and uses a two dimensional scale. The 
representation of a model in a two dimensional scale 
facilitates different benefits. Firstly, a specific part of an 
assembly system can be represented in a very compact 
and fast way. Secondly, it enables an interdisciplinary 
communication within the planning process, thus every 
in the planning process involved stakeholder is able to 
understand the representation. Additionally, the 
mentioned features reduce issues with the user 
acceptance and the effort to model a specific part of an 
assembly system. 
 
Based on the stated facts the value stream method 
will be the basis of the employed modeling language, as 
it allows a methodological and efficient modeling of an 
evolved assembly system. Furthermore, it is a well-
established method in the industry, thus the user 
acceptance considering the employment of the method is 
given [26]. To meet the requirements of this approach - 
to model an assembly system - the existing value stream 
method will be enhanced. Firstly, the possibility to 
represent the layout of an assembly system will be 
implemented. Therefore the possibility to define the 
dimensions and the arrangement of the objects in an 
assembly system model will be enabled. Furthermore an 
object class has to have clearly recognizable symbols. 
Thus, the model is understandable for every stakeholder 
in the planning process. Additionally this allows a 
structured and fast modeling process. 
 
Within these enhancements the core of the value stream 
method, the efficient modeling of an assembly system, 
has to be maintained. Thus, optimization of 
manufacturing processes can be performed. To 
complement the developed modeling language a proper 
modeling procedure has to be developed and employed. 
The requirements for such a modeling procedure are 














Fig. 3. Required characteristics of the modeling procedure  
The procedure will ensure an efficient and structured 
model development, even for an inexperienced model 
developer. Our approach pursues a two tier modeling 
process. In a first step a rough model of the layout of the 
the shop floor. The rough model contains the 
arrangement and the dimensions of the factory objects as 
well as the interdependencies between them. To develop 
the rough model a drag and drop system will be 
employed, where objects out of the resource library 
respectively the assembly system base model can be 
Efficient modeling and 
simulation
Validation of the 
assembly system planning 
Focus on batch and 
continuous production 
Incoming orders as driver of 
change
Situation-based simulation
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used. This accelerates and eases the model development 
process. In a second step the developed rough model can 
be transferred on a work station. This procedure is 
depicted in Figure 4. There the whole model can be 
detailed. Therefore data from Enterprise Resource, 
Machine data Acquisition, Manufacturing Execution and 
Product Life Cycle Systems can be implemented.  
 
Today three major types of model development are 
common, the manual, the semi-automatic and the 
automatic type [8]. In this approach the semi-automatic 
type will be employed. The advantage of this modeling 
type is that first of all the model developer can 
implement his knowledge and experience into the model. 
Second of all, the model developer can create specific 
factory objects and is not limited to given elements. 
Third of all, the model developer is supported by 
automatisms, which lead to a reduction of effort while 
model development. An intuitive Graphical User 
Interface (GUI) is developed to support the model 


















Fig. 4. Pursued modeling procedure of the proposed method  
 
The implementation of this data will be realized 
through suitable XML Interfaces. The presented research 
results will be merged in a Method for situation-based 
Modeling and Simulation of Assembly Systems. This 
paper presents the on-going research steps aiming at the 
development of a Method for situation-based Modeling 
and Simulation of Assembly Systems. This method will 
reduce the required effort and knowledge for modeling 
and further simulating the assembly system in all its 
scales. The four necessary pillars Assembly System Base 
Model, These mechanisms enable an efficient, supported 
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6. Conclusion and Roadmap 
Resource Library, and Manufacturing Capability, 
which have to be partly further developed, are 
introduced and their main functions in this approach are 
shortly described. Furthermore, the pillars Modeling 
Language and Modeling Procedure which are the focus 
of this paper are described in detail. The Modeling 
Language introduced here is based on the value stream 
method methodology and is, through enhancements, able 
to represent the layout, factory objects and 
interdependencies in an assembly system model. The 
modeling procedure enables a structured, efficient and 
supported model development, even for inexperienced 
model developer.  
 
The development of the Method for Multi-scale 
Modelling and Simulation of Assembly Systems is an 
on-going and complex research topic where future steps 
are of huge interest. Thus, the next steps are as follows: 
 the data exchange with Manufacturing Execution and 
Enterprise Resource Planning Systems,  
 the analysis of the interdependencies between the 
assembly system scales and Factory Objects, 
 further enhancement of the Value Stream Mapping 
Method to according the Method requirements, 
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